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Abstract Library or framework APIs are difficult to learn and use, leading to unexpected software behaviors or bugs. Hence, various API mining techniques have been introduced to mine API usage patterns about
the co-occurring of API calls or pre-conditions of API calls. However, they fail to mine patterns about an
API call itself (e.g., whether the arguments of the API call are correctly set and whether the API is suitably
chosen over other similar APIs). To bridge this gap, we propose Cpam to identify change patterns (in the
form of a pair of APIs before and after code changes) to fix API misuses, using historical code changes. Given
a set of target APIs and a corpus of open-source projects, Cpam first selects the commits that potentially
fix API misuses from the corpus, then extracts changes to API misuses in each selected commit, and finally
identifies change patterns of API misuses. We implement Cpam for Java, and conduct large-scale evaluation,
targeting Java SE APIs and using a corpus of 1162 Java projects. Our experimental results demonstrate
Cpam’s effectiveness and efficiency. By applying identified change patterns to bug detection, we find 44 new
bugs, and 18 of them have been confirmed and fixed.
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1

Introduction

Libraries and frameworks can be reused through application programming interfaces (APIs) to improve
development efficiency and quality of software systems. In practice, it is difficult, even for experienced
developers, to learn and use APIs [1–4] owing to the fact that usage constraints of an API are often hidden
assumptions [5], API combinations can be complicated [6], API documentation can often be incomplete
or ambiguous [7], and APIs can be unstable [8, 9] or break [10–13] as they evolve. As a result, developers
may misuse APIs, which cause unexpected software behaviors or bugs (e.g., performance bugs [14–17]
and security bugs [18–21]).
As open-source projects contain a wealth of knowledge about API usages, a variety of API usage
mining techniques have been developed to extract API usage patterns. Such techniques can be mainly
categorized into two types: snapshot-based (e.g., [6,22–28]) and history-based (e.g., [29–32]). The former
mines from the source code snapshot of each project, while the latter mines from the newly-added code
between historical revisions of each project. Thus, each extracted API usage pattern frequently occurs
in code snapshots or added code.
Basically, a pattern, extracted by existing techniques, is in four forms. First, it can be a set of API
calls that frequently co-occur [22–24, 32, 33]. For example, {FileInputStream.read, FileInputStream.close}
describes that FileInputStream.read is called whenever FileInputStream.close is invoked, and vice versa.
Second, it can be a sequence of API calls that frequently co-occur in a certain order [6,25–28]. For example,
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FileInputStream.read → FileInputStream.close represents that FileInputStream.read cannot be called after
FileInputStream.close is called. Third, it can be a guard condition of an API call, which has to be satisfied
before the API is invoked [28, 34–37]. For example, File.exists has to return false before File.createNewFile
is called. Fourth, it can be a graph of API usages, which further takes into account the control and data
flow among API usages [38, 39]. In summary, these patterns can effectively capture co-occurring of API
calls or pre-conditions of API calls, but are not designed to systematically characterize the single API
call itself, e.g., whether the arguments are correctly set, whether the API is suitably chosen over other
similar APIs, and whether the return value is checked against special values.
To fill this gap, we propose Cpam to identify change patterns to fix API misuses from revision history
of open-source projects. Our key idea is that revision history can reflect API misuses via API usage
changes that fix misuses, but project snapshots alone cannot. Moreover, only leveraging the added code
as existing history-based techniques did is not sufficient as the deleted code gives hints on why an API
is misused and how it is fixed. Thus, Cpam detects change patterns as a pair of APIs before and after
changes, using fine-grained code change analysis that considers both the deleted and added code. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically detect change patterns of a single API call
itself, which serves as an effective complement to existing API usage mining techniques.
Cpam works in three steps. First, it uses several heuristics to select the commits that potentially
contain API usage changes to fix API misuses, from a corpus of open-source projects. Second, it uses
an abstract syntax tree (AST) differencing method [40] to generate fine-grained code changes for each
selected commit, and identifies changes to API misuses using three change types systematically derived
from potential changes to the composing elements of an API call (i.e., return value, receiver, API name
and arguments). Finally, it uses in-project and cross-project frequencies to identify the change patterns
of API misuses.
We implement Cpam for Java. To demonstrate Cpam’s effectiveness, efficiency and potential applications, we conduct large-scale experiments, which target Java SE APIs and use a corpus of 1162
highly-starred Java projects on GitHub. We report the top ten change patterns of API misuses of the
three change types, and manually analyze the changes of API misuses to evaluate the false positives.
Results show that Cpam can effectively identify interesting change patterns of API misuses that can be
useful for bug detection, with a false positive rate of 11.4% and acceptable performance.
In summary, this study makes the following contributions.
• We propose Cpam to identify change patterns to fix API misuses through fine-grained code change
analysis.
• We conduct large-scale experiments on 1162 Java projects to evaluate Cpam’s effectiveness, efficiency
and applications.
• We discover 44 new bugs based on our detected change patterns; and 18 of them have been confirmed
and fixed.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we define our scope of API usage changes and introduce the AST differencing method we
use in Cpam.
2.1

Scope of API usage changes

As we focus on API usages, we distinguish an API call from an API declaration. The only required
elements of an API declaration are return type, API name, parameters, and API body, where the return
type can be void and the parameters can be empty. The elements of an API call are return value, receiver,
API name and arguments. Here, the return value does not exist if the API is declared as void, the receiver
does not exist if the API is declared as static, and the arguments can be empty.
Our scope of API usage changes is defined as changes to the composing elements of an API call. We
clarify that changes to the context of an API call, including API call sequences (e.g., adding/deleting an
API call) and guard conditions (e.g., adding/deleting a conditional check to an API call or its arguments),
are out of our scope. In other words, our study is complementary to existing API usage mining techniques
that mainly focus on the mining of the context of an API call.
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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private String pruneTagFromEnd (String description, String tag) {
− int index = description.indexOf (tag);
+ int index = description.lastIndexOf (tag);
return description.substring (0, index);
}
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Figure 1 Replacing with an API call in the same class. (a) Code changes adapted from groovy-core; (b) partial AST before
changes; (c) partial AST after changes.

2.2

AST differencing

An AST is a labeled ordered rooted tree whose nodes can contain string values. The label of a node
represents a structural element of the source code, and the value indicates the actual token in the code.
Specifically, the AST of an API call is organized in an ordered way with respect to its composing elements.
Example 1. Figure 1(b) presents the partial AST of the code in Figure 1(a). It corresponds to the
changed API call at Line 2, and has four nodes n0 , n1 , n2 and n3 . The label of n0 is MethodInvocation,
and the labels of n1, n2 and n3 are SimpleName. n1 is the first child node of n0 , denoting the receiver
of the API call; and its value is “description”. The second child node n2 denotes the API name, whose
value is “indexOf”. n3 is the third one, indicating the argument of the API call; and its value is “tag”.
AST differencing methods generate an edit script (i.e., a sequence of edit actions) between two ASTs.
These edit actions can transform one AST into the other. Here, we use the state-of-the-art method
GumTree [40]. It first uses heuristics to generate a mapping between the nodes in two ASTs in two
successive phases. (1) It uses a greedy top-down algorithm to find isomorphic subtrees and establish
mappings between the nodes of these isomorphic subtrees. (2) It uses a bottom-up algorithm to match
two nodes if their descendants include a large number of anchors. Based on this mapping, it then generates
the edit script in terms of four kinds of edit actions, i.e., update, add, delete, and move.
• update(n, v) replaces the value of node n with a new value v.
• add(n, p, i) inserts a new node n as the i-th child node of node p if p is not null. Otherwise, n becomes
the new root node and has the previous root node as its only child.
• delete(n) removes a leaf node n.
• move(n, p, i) moves a node n to be the i-th child node of node p. All child nodes of n are moved
together with n.
Example 2. Figure 1(c) shows the AST of the API call at Line 3 that replaces the API call at Line 2.
GumTree generates the mapping as illustrated by the dotted lines between Figure 1(b) and (c). Based on
the mapping, GumTree generates the edit script, which has one edit action update(n2 , lastIndexOf), for
the code change in Figure 1(a). This edit action updates the API name from “indexOf” to “lastIndexOf”.

3

Methodology

Figure 2 presents an overview of the proposed approach Cpam. The inputs of Cpam are a set of target
APIs and a corpus of open-source projects with their revision history. Cpam works in three steps: selecting
commits that potentially contain API usage changes to fix API misuses (Subsection 3.1), extracting
changes to API misuses via fine-grained code changes analysis (Subsection 3.2), and identifying change
patterns of API misuses (Subsection 3.3). The change patterns are reported to users, which can be
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Overview of our approach.

analyzed to facilitate bug detection (i.e., enrich bug patterns of bug detection tools and detect new
similar bugs in open-source projects). Here, we focus on APIs implemented in Java, though Cpam is
actually general for other programming languages.
3.1

Selecting commits

As we target API misuses, the first step of Cpam is to select the commits that potentially contain API
usage changes that fix API misuses, from the revision history (i.e., a list of commits) of the corpus. For
this purpose, we design three heuristics.
• H1. Identifying bug-fix commits. As API misuses often lead to unexpected behaviors (or logic bugs)
or crashes (or bugs), we identify bug-fix commits by searching for related keywords in commit logs, which
has been commonly used in the literature. In detail, we use four sets of keywords from the literature
to locate the commits that fix bugs [41] (e.g., “bug”, “patch”, and “fix”), performance bugs [42, 43]
(e.g., “performance”, “slow”, and “throughput”), security bugs [44] (e.g., “security” and “insecure”),
and compatibility bugs [45] (e.g., “compatibility” and “compatible”). These four sets of keywords are
chosen to cover a broad range of software bugs API misuse can cause.
• H2. Filtering commits with large code changes. The commits with large code changes can contain
many API usage changes that are not related to commit logs, as developers may tangle unrelated changes
into one commit [46, 47]. Hence, the bug-fix commits identified by H1 can have API usage changes that
are not related to bugs causing false positives of API misuses. On the other hand, the commits with small
code changes are more relevant to corrective activities [48], which can exclude falsely-identified bug-fix
commits in H1. Thus, we select bug-fix commits with small code changes; i.e., we filter the commits that
change more than 5 source files or 50 lines of code in a file, where the thresholds are set based on [48].
• H3. Filtering commits with only added or deleted code. Only adding code but not deleting code
in a commit, or only deleting code but not adding code does not involve any changes to the composing
elements of API calls, but only adds or deletes the whole API calls or API guard conditions. These
changes are out of our scope of API usage changes, as introduced in Subsection 2.1. Thus, we filter this
kind of commits.
Specifically, we first apply H1 on the revision history of each project, and then apply H2 and H3 on
the bug-fix commits identified by H1 to perform the further filtering.
3.2

Extracting changes to API misuses

Given the selected commits of each project in the corpus, the second step of Cpam is to extract changes
to fix API misuses by analyzing fine-grained code changes. Before diving into the details, we first
systematically derive five change types from any individual or combined change to the four composing
elements (as introduced in Subsection 2.1) of an API call. Note that the receiver and arguments of an
API call are objects with a specific type.
• T1. Modifying arguments of an API call. Developers may pass wrong or incorrect arguments to
call an API [49] or pass arguments in the wrong order when calling an API with multiple parameters
of the same type [50–52]. Thus, an individual change to an API call’s arguments (i.e., passing different
arguments of the same type) can reflect such an API misuse.
• T2. Replacing an API call with an API call in the same class. A class can contain multiple
functionally-similar APIs. Such APIs can have different API names (with the same or different parameters), or have the same API name but different parameters (i.e., method overloading). Developers might
choose a wrong or less suitable API in a class. Hence, a replacement of two API calls, i.e., an individual
change to the API name or a combined change to the API name, and arguments (i.e., using a different
API), and an individual change to the arguments (i.e., using an overloaded API), can capture the API
misuse.
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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1. final void insert0 (int index, char[] value, int start, int length) {
2. …
3. − System.arraycopy (value, start, value, index, length);
4. + System.arraycopy (value, start, chars, index, length);
5. …
6. }
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Figure 3 (Color online) Modifying arguments of an API call. (a) Code changes adapted from libgdx; (b) partial AST before
changes; (c) partial AST after changes.

• T3. Replacing an API call with an API call from a different class. Different APIs from different
classes can have similar functionalities. Similar to T2, developers may use a wrong or less suitable API,
which could be captured by an individual change to the receiver of an API call or a combined change to
the receiver, API name and arguments (i.e., using a different receiver that has a different type).
• T4. Adding checks to the return value of an API call. An API may return special values to indicate
whether the API call is successful or not or to indicate the error code of the API call. However, developers
may forget to check the return value of an API call against special values, making the program stay in a
potentially error state and finally causing a bug. Thus, added checks to return values can reflect such an
API misuse. As T4 has been studied [53], we omit this type from our approach.
• T5. Changing the receiver of an API call. It is also possible to use a different receiver of the same
type to call an API; i.e., developers call an API with a new receiver. Such receiver changes are often not
related to APIs (as will be evaluated in Subsection 4.2.5). Hence, we omit this type from our approach.
Example 3. Figure 3(a) illustrates an example of T1. Variables value and chars have the same type.
The wrong variable value is passed to the third argument of arraycopy. As a result, the content in value
is copied to value itself, but not to chars. Figure 1(a) shows an example of T2, where indexOf is used to
prune the tag from the front. As indicated by the method name at Line 1, lastIndexOf, from the same
class of indexOf, should be used to prune the tag from the end. Figure 4(a) reports an example of T3.
System.arraycopy is favored over Arrays.copyOf for better performance.
Then, we introduce how to extract changes to API misuses of types T1–T3. For each selected commit,
we first apply GumTree [40] on each changed Java source code file to generate fine-grained code changes;
i.e., a list of edit actions (as introduced in Subsection 2.2). We then iterate each edit action A to extract
the API usage change and determine its type.
If A is update(n, v), we check whether the label of n’s parent node is MethodInvocation and whether
this method invocation calls a target API by resolving type bindings with JDT parser. If not, we skip
A; and if yes, A is related to a target API call, and we check n’s position in the subtree of this method
invocation.
• If n is the first child node, the receiver is changed. If the receiver’s type is not changed (i.e., using a
different receiver of the same type), we skip A because this change is T5. If the receiver’s type is changed,
we classify this change as T3, and record it as a 3-tuple hapib , apia , T3i, where apib and apia denote the
API signature before and after the change. Hereafter, apib and apia have the same meaning.
• If n is the second child node, the API name is changed. If the first child node of this method
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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public T removeHead () {
…
− temp = Arrays.copyOf (array, size);
+ System.arraycopy (array, 0, temp, 0, size)
array = temp;
}
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Figure 4 (Color online) Replacing with an API call from a different class. (a) Code changes adapted from java-algorithmsimplementation; (b) partial AST before changes; (c) partial AST after changes.

invocation is not changed after checking the mapping produced by GumTree (i.e., the receiver is not
changed), we record this change as hapib , apia , T2i; otherwise, we skip A because it is an associated
change that results from the change to the first child node.
• If n is other child node, an argument is changed. If the first or second child node of this method
invocation is changed, we skip A because it is the associated change; otherwise, we record this change as
hapib , apia , T2i if the type of the argument is changed (i.e., this API call is replaced by an overloaded
API call with the same number of arguments but a different type), or as hapib , l, T1i (where l is the
position of the changed argument) if the type of the argument is not changed.
If A is add(n, p, i) or delete(n), we check whether n denotes a method invocation to a target API. If
yes, analyzing edit actions on n’s child nodes can capture this change, and hence we skip A; if not, we
check whether n’s parent node p corresponds to a method invocation to a target API. If not, we skip A;
and if yes, we check n’s position in the subtree of this method invocation.
• If n is the first or second child node, there are two cases. First, an API call is purely added or deleted,
which is out of our scope (as introduced in Subsection 2.1). Second, one API call is added and another
API call is deleted, without being mapped by GumTree, which could occasionally happen owing to the
imprecision in GumTree. Therefore, we skip A.
• If n is other child node, an argument is inserted or removed. If the first or second child node of
this method invocation is changed, we skip A because it is the associated change; otherwise, we record
this change as hapib , apia , T2i (i.e., this API call is replaced by an overloaded API call with a different
number of arguments).
If A is move(n, p, i), then if n denotes a method invocation to a target API, we skip A because a whole
API call is moved but not changed. If n’s parent node p corresponds to a method invocation to a target
API, p must be newly added and all its other child nodes must be generated through other update, move
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Skip (checking changes on its child nodes)
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Skip (not related to API call)
Skip (checking changes on its child nodes)
Skip (not related to API call)
Edit actions for Figure 4.

and add actions according to GumTree. As such move actions do not reflect any change to an API call,
analyzing other update and add actions can capture the API usage change and hence such move actions
are skipped.
Notice that a call to a static method usually does not have a receiver, but has the class name as the
first child node in its AST. Thus, static method invocation does not break the previous procedure. An
API call truly lacks a receiver when the whole qualified name of the API is statically imported, where
the previous procedure breaks. To support this case, we check static imports and tune the order of child
nodes in the previous procedure.
Example 4. The generated edit action for the two ASTs in Figures 1(b) and (c) is update(n2 , lastIndexOf), and this change is correctly classified as T2. Similarly, the edit action for the two ASTs in
Figures 3(b) and (c) is update(n5 , chars), and this change is correctly classified as T1. The edit actions
for the two ASTs in Figures 4(b) and (c) are reported in Figure 5 together with the reasons why an edit
action is skipped. Only update(n3 , System) is not skipped, and this change is correctly classified as T3.
Notice that * indicates omitted details as we give partial ASTs in Figure 4.
3.3

Identifying change patterns of API misuses

Given the extracted changes to API misuses, the third step of Cpam is to identify the change patterns
via a ranking based on in-project frequency fin and cross-project frequency fcr . fin and fcr characterize
the commonality of a change pattern from two different perspectives. fin reflects the number of times
that a change pattern occurs in all the projects, and fcr captures the number of projects where a change
pattern occurs. They are both important indicators of the significance of a change pattern.
We first present how to compute fin and fcr for a change pattern. If the change type is T1, the
change pattern is represented as hapib , Li, and its fin is computed as the number of extracted changes
that belong to T1, share the same apib and change the same set of arguments L (which is feasible since
we record the position l of each changed argument). Thus we can provide fine-grained change patterns
to the arguments of an API call. If the change type is T2 or T3, the change pattern is represented as
hapib , apia i, and its fin is computed as the number of extracted changes that belong to T2 or T3 and
share the same apib and apia . Thus, we can distinguish the replacements of an API call with a call to
different APIs either in the same class or from a different class. Based on these extracted changes for
computing fin , fcr is computed by counting the number of projects where these extracted changes come
from.
Then, we introduce how to rank change patterns. Overall, we compute a weighted sum of fin and fcr
for each change pattern (see (1)). The higher the score, the higher the rank.
score = w ×

min
fin − fin
fcr − f min
+ (1 − w) × max crmin .
max
min
fcr − fcr
fin − fin

(1)

To allow a unified measurement of fin and fcr independent of their units and ranges, we normalize
max
fin (respectively fcr ) into a value between 0 and 1 via comparing it with the maximum value fin
max
min
min
(respectively fcr ) and minimum value fin (respectively fcr ) of all change patterns. Here w is the
weight that trades off fin and fcr , and we set w to 0.5 to give equal priority to fin and fcr . Notice that a
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Distribution of change types

Change type

Extracted changes (#)

Covered projects (#)

T1

4793 (288)

386

T2

3689 (271)

387

T3

4026 (117)

380

T4

4120

380

T5

4796

403

Missed

2119

280

larger value to w can help Cpam to detect more project-specific change patterns of API misuses, and a
smaller value to w can help Cpam to detect more cross-project change patterns of API misuses.

4

Evaluation

We have implemented Cpam with around 6.0 K lines of Java code. We have made Cpam open-source at
our website1) , together with all the experimental data for the ease of replication.
4.1

Evaluation setup

We conduct large-scale experiments on 1162 open-source Java projects to evaluate the effectiveness,
efficiency and applications of Cpam. We select these projects from GitHub based on their popularity
(i.e., the number of stars is more than 1000) as popular projects are widely used and are expected to
contain mature code and representative change patterns to mine from. In total, these projects have
around 60 million non-blank and non-comment lines of code and 3 million commits. In the evaluation,
we target Java SE APIs, but treat printing and logging APIs as uninterested as their usage changes are
usually for debugging, maintenance or format updates. We conduct experiments, on an Intel E5-2403 1.8
GHz server with 8 GB RAM, to answer the following three research questions.
• RQ1. What are the detected change patterns of API misuses?
• RQ2. What is the performance overhead of Cpam?
• RQ3. Can Cpam be used to facilitate bug detection?
We manually analyze the false positives of the extracted changes to API misuses (i.e., the change of
an API usage is not related to bug-fixing), which is required to fairly answer RQ1. To this end, three
of the authors and two hired developers are involved in this manual analysis; and all of them have more
than five years of Java programming experience. They are first randomly assigned a set of extracted
changes to API misuses with their commit links. Then, they are asked to decide whether an API usage
change fix an API misuse by analyzing the commit or relying on any useful materials (e.g., discussion in
a linked issue). Moreover, they are asked to record uncertain cases and categorize the main sources of
false positives. After completing the analysis, they participate in a group discussion to analyze uncertain
cases together and summarize the main sources of false positives. After reaching a consensus about the
sources of false positives, they review and relabel the source of false positives for each assigned API usage
change.
4.2

Detected change patterns (RQ1)

4.2.1 Change type distribution
We omit change types T4 and T5 from our approach as T4 has been studied in [53] and T5 is usually
not related to API misuses (see Subsection 3.2). To evaluate the completeness of our change type
classification in Subsection 3.2, we implement the detection of T4 by following [53] and the detection of
T5 via a straightforward extension to our approach in Subsection 3.2. If an extracted API usage change
does not belong to T1–T5, it is considered as missed owing to our classification incompleteness. Table 1
reports the distribution of all extracted API usage changes against T1–T5 and missed changes. The
second column reports the number of extracted changes that belong to a certain change type (where
the number of change patterns occurring in at least two projects is reported in parentheses). The third
column reports the number of projects covered by the extracted changes.
1) https://cpam2019.wixsite.com/mysite.
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Top ten change patterns of T1
In-Pro.

Cross-Pro.

Freq. (#)

Freq. (#)

False positives (#)
Mapping

Refactoring

Supported by tools?

Tangling

S.B.

E.P.

PMD

hThread.sleep(long), {1}i

301

81

6

2

18

✗

✗

✗

hString.equals(Object), {1}i

139

42

8

13

2

✗

✗

✗

hStringBuilder.append(String), {1}i

63

33

5

14

0

✗

✗

✗

hString.format(String, Object...), {2}i

55

22

0

7

1

✗

✓

✗

hCountDownLatch.await(long, TimeUnit), {1}i

74

15

0

0

12

✗

✓

✗

hString.format(String, Object...), {3}i

31

18

0

5

1

✗

✓

✗

hString.substring(int, int), {2}i

23

19

2

4

1

✗

✗

✗

hSystem.arraycopy(Object, int, Object, int, int), {3}i

20

15

0

0

2

✗

✗

✗

hString.startsWith(String), {1}i

19

15

1

4

0

✗

✗

✗

hMath.max(int, int), {2}i

26

12

0

0

1

✗

✗

✗

751

–

22
(2.9%)

49
(6.5%)

38
(5.1%)

0

3

0

Sum

We can observe that T1–T4 are all quite common across more than 30% of projects; and we only miss
2119 (i.e., 9.0%) API usage changes. This indicates that our derived change types have a reasonable
coverage of API usage changes, and thus are representative. Besides, T5 is common but not considered,
whose rationality will be evaluated in Subsection 4.2.5.
4.2.2 Change patterns of T1
We analyze the top ten change patterns of T1. The results are reported in Table 2. The first column
lists the change pattern, and the second and third columns list the in-project frequency (In-Pro. Freq.)
and cross-project frequency (Cross-Pro. Freq.).
False positives. The fourth to sixth columns of Table 2 present statistics about false positives, which
are derived via our manual analysis. Incorrect mapping in GumTree leads to a false positive rate of 2.9%,
where a misused API call is falsely mapped to an irrelevant API call. This is particularly the case for
commits with large, structural or complex code changes. This is one of the reasons that we pick commits
with small code changes in the first step of Cpam (i.e., heuristic H2 in Subsection 3.1). Refactoring (e.g.,
renaming local variables) caused a false positive rate of 6.5%. Because refactoring is often tangled into
bug-fix commits [46, 47], it can be falsely identified as an argument change of a misused API. Besides,
we classify other tangled code changes that are not related to the commit message in bug-fix commits
as false positives since we fail to know the intention of such code changes. Overall, this causes a false
positive rate of 5.1%.
Case studies. The most common pattern is to change the argument of sleep, which happens 301
times in 81 projects. Of the true positives, 57% increase the argument value, mostly for avoiding too
frequent requests of heavyweight events in order to prevent performance degradations or even denial-ofservices. In such cases, sleep is usually called in a loop, manifesting poor performance. Besides, some
decrease the argument value to avoid wasting time. This indicates that developers should carefully set the
argument of sleep to avoid performance issues. Similar cases are also found for CountDownLatch.await.
String APIs equals, append, format, substring and startsWith are often involved in logic bugs,
mostly caused by logic changes of string formats. This suggests that developers should clearly document
the assumed string formats when using string APIs, and timely change their usage when the assumption
breaks. Specifically, a commonly-seen pattern for format is to change the argument passed for formatting.
This is often owing to the incompatibility between the passed argument and the string format placeholder
specified in the first argument of format.
Figure 3 illustrates an interesting pattern about arraycopy, where the same variable is passed to both
the source (the first argument) and the target (the third argument) array. Under such a circumstance,
arraycopy might be buggy, especially when the second and the fourth arguments have the same value
(which means that the original content in the array is copied to itself).
4.2.3 Change patterns of T2
We analyze the top ten change patterns of T2. The results are reported in Table 3.
False positives. Similar to T1, incorrect mapping, refactoring and tangling are the three sources
of false positives. Differently, refactoring causes a much lower false positive because refactoring mostly
affects the arguments of an API call.
Case studies. The most common pattern is to replace equals with equalsIgnoreCase, which happens 50 times in 28 projects. We find from these cases that equalsIgnoreCase is often favored in
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Table 3
Change pattern

Top ten change patterns of T2
In-Pro.

Cross-Pro.

Freq. (#)

Freq. (#)

False positives (#)
Refactoring

Supported by tools?
E.P.

PMD

hString.equals(Object), String.equalsIgnoreCase(String)i

50

28

0

0

0

✗

✗

✗

hString.isEmpty(), String.length()i

40

26

0

0

1

✗

✗

✗

hString.indexOf(String), String.contains(CharSequence)i

53

18

1

0

5

✗

✗

✗

hSystem.currentTimeMillis(), System.nanoTime()i

49

15

0

0

2

✗

✗

✗

hInteger.valueOf(String), Integer.parseInt(String)i

39

13

0

0

0

✓

✗

✗

hSystem.nanoTime(), System.currentTimeMillis()i

36

10

0

0

2

✗

✗

✗

hString.equals(Object), String.startsWith(String)i

22

16

4

0

1

✗

✗

✗

hMath.max(int, int), Math.min(int, int)i

24

12

7

1

0

✗

✗

✗

hString.length(), String.isEmpty()i

27

10

0

0

3

✗

✗

✗

hString.startsWith(String), String.equals(Object)i

18

12

1

0

0

✗

✗

✗

358

–

13
(3.6%)

1 (0.3%)

14
(3.9%)

1

0

0

Sum

Mapping

Tangling

S.B.

1. private void copySelectedTaskNames() {
2. String names = getSelectedTaskNames();
3. - if( names.isEmpty() ) {
4. + if (names.length() == 0) {
5.
…
6. }
(a)

1. public void setUp() throws Excep!on {
2. - assertTrue(message.indexOf(TEST_MESSAGE) >= 0);
3. + assertTrue(message.contains(TEST_MESSAGE));
4. …
5. }
(b)

1. public long getDelay(TimeUnit unit) {
2. - return unit.convert(endMs - System.currentTimeMillis(), TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS);
3. + return unit.convert(endNs - System.nanoTime(), TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS);
4. }
(c)

1. protected void doRun() {
2.
… // strategies need to wait at least one minute
3. - ﬁnal long waitInMins = Math.min(1, Math.max(60, c.getReten!onStrategy().check(c)));
4. + ﬁnal long waitInMins = Math.max(1, Math.min(60, c.getReten!onStrategy().check(c)));
5.
…
6. }
(d)
Figure 6

Some change patterns of T2. Code changes taken from (a) gradle; (b) commons-lang; (c) exhibitor; (d) jenkins.

request and response processing in network-related projects, which can give some hints on detecting
case-sensitivity logic bugs. Similarly, switches between equals and startsWith are logic bugs caused by
business logic changes.
Figure 6(a) illustrates another common pattern, where the call to isEmpty is replaced with a call
to length and a checking of its return value. This is owing to a compatibility issue: isEmpty is not
available on older versions of JDK (e.g., 1.5) which are still widely used. Correspondingly, many projects
do not use an older JDK version, and hence it is safe to replace length with isEmpty to improve code
readability.
Figure 6(b) shows a common pattern that occurs 53 times in 18 projects, where indexOf is replaced
with contains for improving code readability. In fact, contains is implemented by calling indexOf.
Thus, the improved code readability is at a price of a slight performance degradation for an extra call.
Two interesting common patterns are about replacements between currentTimeMillis and nanoTimes.
The former uses wall-clock time and may suffer leap seconds or large NTP corrections, while the latter is
introduced in JDK 1.5 and uses a monotonic clock. As shown in Figure 6(c), nanoTimes should be used
in accurate measurement of delayed or elapsed time; otherwise, bugs might occur. currentTimeMillis
should be used in clock time computation.
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Top ten change patterns of T3
In-Proj.

Cross-Proj.

False

Freq. (#)

Freq. (#)

positives (#)

S.B.

E.P.

PMD

hInteger.parseInt(String), Long.parseLong(String)i

26

12

0

✗

✗

✗

hArrays.asList(Object[]), Collections.singletonList(Object)i

21

13

3

✗

✓

✗

hThread.sleep(long), CountDownLatch.await(long, TimeUnit)i

15

8

1

✗

✗

✗

hArrays.asList(String[]), Collections.singletonList(String)i

14

8

0

✗

✓

✗

hString.equals(Object), Objects.equals(Object, Object)i

16

5

0

✗

✗

✗

hStringBuffer.append(char), StringBuilder.append(char)i

21

1

0

✗

✗

✗

hStringBuffer.append(String), StringBuilder.append(String)i

11

5

3

✗

✗

✗

hStringBuffer.toString(), StringBuilder.toString()i

10

5

0

✗

✗

✗

hLong.parseLong(String), Double.parseDouble(String)i

13

3

0

✗

✗

✗

6

6

0

✗

✗

✗

153

–

7 (4.6%)

0

2

0

Change pattern

hInteger.valueOf(String), Long.valueOf(String)i
Sum

Supported by tools?

Another common pattern is about numeric conversion, where Integer.valueOf is changed to Integer.
parseInt to avoid boxing and unboxing to get an int value from a string. It improves the performance
of creating a primitive from a string.
Figure 6(d) reports a pattern to change min to max, where the comment at Line 2 actually shows the
evidence of such a logic bug. This is similar to Figure 1(a) where the method name reveals the misuse
of indexOf at Line 2. It suggests that the semantic gap between an API call and its surrounding code
elements can be used to detect such logic bugs. Notice that Rice et al. [52] recently leveraged the semantic
gap between parameter names and argument names to detect many argument selection bugs.
4.2.4 Change patterns of T3
We analyze the top ten change patterns of T3. The results are reported in Table 4.
False positives. Different from T1 and T2, the false positives of T3 are all caused by tangled code
changes.
Case studies. Three of the ten common patterns are about the range or incompatible type issues
when a string is converted to a number. Similar to the string APIs in T1 (see Subsection 4.2.2), they are
often related to the hidden or undocumented assumption of the converted string. However, the context
of an API call could give some hints on such assumptions, and help detect such bugs. Figure 7(a) shows
such an example: the return type of the method at Line 1 indicates that Long.parseLong should be
used.
Figure 7(b) illustrates the switch from Arrays.asList to Collections.singletonList when only one
element is stored. The difference between them is that the return value of Collections.singletonList
is an immutable list that contains only the specified object, whereas the return value of Arrays.asList
is a fixed-size list backed by an array. As a result, Arrays.asList might have a potential problem that
the returned list may be changed accidentally.
Figure 7(c) describes a pattern that replaces Thread.sleep with CountDownLatch.await. When
Thread.sleep is used to wait for something to finish, it has to sleep for the given waiting time even if
something is already finished. Under such circumstances, CountDownLatch.await is more flexibility as
it waits until the given waiting time elapses, or the latch has counted down to zero by calling countDown.
Therefore, the performance can be sped up, especially when they are called in a loop and for the purpose
of synchronization .
Another common pattern is to replace String.equals by Object.equals to prevent a null-point exception. As shown in Figure 7(d), packageName can be null, and hence it is not safe to call String.equals
on packageName, but is safe to use Object.equals.
StringBuffer.append is thread-safe but has worse performance than StringBuilder.append that is
not thread-safe. Therefore, a commonly-seen pattern is to replace the former with the latter in singlethread applications for improving performance.
4.2.5 Evaluation of T5
As reported in Table 1, we exclude a total of 4796 identified API usage changes of T5. To evaluate
whether they are related to API misuses, we randomly sample and analyze 100 API usage changes. We
find only one case that is related to API misuses, and most of them are caused by business logic changes,
tangled code changes, or refactoring of the receiver object. This indicates that it is reasonable to exclude
T5 from Cpam as Cpam is not designed to detect all API misuses but to identify API misuses with low
false positives. The found case is interesting, as shown in Figure 8, where multiple consecutive calls to
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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1. public long getBodySize() {
2. …
3. - return Integer.parseInt(this.headers.get("content-length"));
4. + return Long.parseLong(this.headers.get("content-length"));
5. }
(a)

1. - private List<String> allowedAnnotaons = Arrays.asList("Override");
2. + private List<String> allowedAnnotaons = Collec ons.singletonList("Override");
(b)

1. public void testTtl_issue1783() throws IOExcepon, InterruptedExcepon {
2.
…
3. + ﬁnal CountDownLatch latch = new CountDownLatch(1);
4. + mapConﬁg.addEntryListenerConﬁg(new EntryListenerConﬁg()
5. +
.setImplementaon(new EntryAdapter() {
6. +
@Override
7. +
public void entryEvicted(EntryEvent event) {
8. +
latch.countDown();
9. +
}
10. +
}));
11.
…
12. - Thread.sleep(4000);
13. + assertTrue(latch.await(30, TimeUnit.SECONDS));
14.
…
15. }
(c)

1. public boolean equals(Object otherObj) {
2.
…
3. - if (!packageName.equals(other.packageName)) {
4. + if (!Objects.equals(packageName, other.packageName)) {
5.
return false;
6. }
(d)
Figure 7 Some change patterns of T3.
form frameworks base.

Code changes taken (a) nanohttpd, (b) checkstyle, (c) hazelcast, (d) plat-

append are chained together for improved performance. The reason is that Java virtual machine (JVM)
has a special optimization for string concatenation and it recognizes the pattern in chained calls but not
in consecutive calls.
Cpam successfully detect common change patterns to fix API misuses with respect to the three change
types. These patterns either suggest bug detection patterns or good programming practices. On average,
Cpam has a false positive rate of 11.4% owing to the incorrect mapping in GumTree, refactoring and
tangled code changes.
4.3

Performance overhead (RQ2)

The performance of Cpam is closely related to the number of commits that are selected from the revision
history for further analysis. Hence, we report the statistics about commits in the second to fourth
columns of Table 5. In total, there are about 3 million commits in all the projects; after the filtering
by H1, 0.7 million bug-fix commits remain; and further filtered by H2 and H3, 0.3 million commits are
finally selected. On average, 276 commits are selected from each project.
The last four columns of Table 5 report the statistics about the time overhead of each step in Cpam,
i.e., selecting commits (Step 1), AST differencing (Step 2), and identifying changes to fix API misuses and
detecting change patterns of API misuses (Step 3). On average, for each project, it takes 0.8 s to select
commits, 222.0 s to conduct AST differencing, and 40.0 s to identify changes and detect patterns. About
4.4 min are needed for Cpam to analyze one project, and 3.7 min are consumed by AST differencing. In
total, it takes about 85 h to analyze 1162 projects, which is acceptable.
The overall performance of Cpam is acceptable, taking 4.4 min for each project. The most expensive
step is the application of AST differencing to generate edit actions.
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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1. public String toString() {
2. ...
3. - StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();
4. - buf.append(StringUl.simpleClassName(this));
5. - buf.append("(ridx: ");
6. - buf.append(readerIndex);
7. - buf.append(", widx: ");
8. - buf.append(writerIndex);
9. - buf.append(", cap: ");
10. - buf.append(capacity());
11. + StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder().append(StringUl.simpleClassName(this))
12. + .append("(ridx: ").append(readerIndex).append(", widx: ").append(writerIndex)
13. + .append(", cap: ").append(capacity());
14.
...
15. }
Code Changes Taken from ne!y
Figure 8
Table 5

A change pattern from T5.

Statistics about commits and time overhead

Total

Commits after

Commits after (#)

commits (#)

H1 (#)

H2 and H3

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Total

Sum

3191057

715620

320222

945.6

257946.2

46521.7

305413.5

Average

2746

616

276

0.8

222.0

40.0

262.8

4.4

Time overhead (s)

Application to bug detection (RQ3)

A direct application of Cpam is to derive bug patterns from the identified change patterns by Cpam. For
example, from extracted changes in change pattern hStringBuffer.append, StringBuilder.appendi,
we can easily derive a bug pattern as “usage of StringBuffer.append in single-thread applications is
inefficient”. Such bug patterns can be useful for enriching bug patterns in bug detectors and detecting
new bugs.
4.4.1 Enriching bug patterns
To evaluate whether Cpam can help find new bug patterns, we select three state-of-the-art static bug
detectors, and search the list of bug patterns that are supported by the detectors to decide whether any
detectors have already supported the API misuse patterns reflected in the change patterns in Tables 2–
4. In particular, we select SpotBugs (S.B.) (i.e., the successor of FindBugs [54]), Google’s Error Prone
(E.P.) [55] and PMD [56] because (1) they are actively developed and maintained, (2) they document
a list of bug patterns covering a broad range of bugs (e.g., bad practices, multithreading, performance
and security), and (3) they are picked as representative detectors in recent studies about static bug
detectors [57, 58].
The results are listed in the last three columns in Tables 2–4. Surprisingly, only one bug patterns from
SpotBugs, five bug patterns from Error Prone, and zero bug pattern from PMD support the API misuse
patterns reflected in our identified top ten change patterns. This finding is similarly observed in a recent
study [58] where only 27 of 594 real-world Java bugs can be detected by static bug detectors. The main
reason for such a low overlapping is that our identified change patterns often capture logic bugs, which
are difficult to detect by static analysis (e.g., AST-based matching or data-flow analysis) employed in the
detectors (see more discussion in Subsection 4.5). This indicates that there is a large gap between the bug
patterns in existing bug detectors and in real-world bugs, and there is a significant potential to improve
bug detection by deriving and supporting new bug patterns from change patterns of API misuses.
4.4.2 Detecting new bugs
To evaluate the feasibility of applying Cpam to helping detect new bugs, we select four change patterns
(as shown in Table 6). Three are from the top change patterns in Tables 3 and 4, and one is the interesting
change pattern of T5 in Figure 8. The first pattern is realized by AST-matching to check whether the
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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Statistics about detected bugs

Change pattern

Bugs

Fixed

hInteger.valueOf(String), Integer.parseInt(String)i

15

4

hString.equals(Object), Objects.equals(Object, Object)i

7

4

hThread.sleep(long), CountDownLatch.await(long, TimeUnit)i

3

1

StringBuilder.append(String) in T5

19

9

Sum

44

18

return value of Integer.valueOf(String) is assigned to an int but not Integer variable. The second is
realized by soot-based data-flow analysis to determine whether the receiver of String.equals(Object)
can be null. The third pattern is realized through AST-matching to check whether Thread.sleep(long)
is in both a loop and synchronization structure. The last is realized via AST-matching to decide whether
StringBuilder.append(String) is consecutively called for more than 5 times. Finally, we discover 44
new bugs with no false positive, and submit bug reports. At the time of writing, 18 have been confirmed
and fixed, while the others are still waiting for confirmation.
Specifically, we found 7 null pointer dereferencing bugs, and 37 performance bugs. They are find across
19 open-source projects on GitHub, whose stars rang from 82 to 1093 with an average of 746, and some of
which are from companies like Google Cloud, Apache, LinkedIn and Teradata. More details are available
at our website2) . Interestingly, the bug fixers do not know the difference between Integer.valueOf
and Integer.parseInt; and after they learn the difference from our bug report, they also fix it in
their other projects. Similarly, the bug fixers do not believe that chained calls to append would have
different performance from consecutive calls to append; and after we provid benchmarking data about
the performance difference, they quickly fix it. A bug fixer from Google Cloud appraise that our change
pattern suggest a good practice to avoid null pointer dereferencing bugs in string comparisons. These
bug results and discussion from bug reports demonstrate that Cpam is helpful to detect new API misuses
and provide fixing suggestions.
Cpam can facilitate bug detection (e.g., enriching bug patterns and detecting new bugs). We have
discovered 44 new bugs, 18 of which have been confirmed and fixed.
4.5

Discussion

Threat. The main threats to the validity of our evaluation are twofold. First, we only analyze part
of the identified change patterns of API misuses to evaluate Cpam’s effectiveness. However, it will be
too costly to analyze all change patterns which involve a large number (i.e., 12508) of detected changes
to fix API misuses. Instead, we investigate some change patterns for each change type, covering 1262
extracted changes to API misuses. We are continuing to analyze other change patterns to have a more
comprehensive understanding of API misuses. Second, we only evaluate Cpam against Java SE APIs.
Further studies are required to apply Cpam to more framework or third-party library APIs (e.g., Android
or Spring framework APIs).
Limitation. Our heuristic-based selection of commits might miss bug-fix commits or falsely include
non-bug-fix commit. As a result, for the missed bug-fix commits, they will contain some API misuses that
are missed by Cpam. Using a large corpus of projects, as we do in our evaluation, may partially mitigate
this problem and make Cpam still detect common patterns. We also plan to extend recent advances on
identifying security commits (e.g., [44, 59, 60]) to accurately identify bug-fix commits.
For the falsely labeled bug-fix commits, they will contain API usage changes that are not related to
API misuses. Besides, even for bug-fix commits, they could also contain API usage changes that are
not related to API misuses. Our mitigation is to choose bug-fix commits that have small code changes,
and the resulting falsely-detected changes of API misuses are around 11.4% for our analyzed change
patterns. Another possible mitigation is to use fault localization technique [61] to locate faulty API
usages. However, it often needs to run failing and/or passing test cases, which seems not practical for
every selected commit. However, it is still worthwhile to apply fault localization to the bug-fix commits
that have test cases to investigate its cost and benefits.
False positives are caused by incorrect mapping, refactoring, and tangled code changes, as indicated
by our evaluation. Because GumTree has been the state-of-the-art to produce the mapping, we plan
to develop several heuristics to improve GumTree by investigating the data of incorrect mappings.
2) https://cpam2019.wixsite.com/mysite.
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Moreover, we are integrating the technique in [62] to identify refactoring and the techniques in [47,63,64]
to untangle irrelevant code changes.
The derived change types are not meant to be exhaustive, but to have a reasonable coverage of API
usage changes to identify representative API misuses, which has been demonstrated in our evaluation.
Still, 2119 API usage changes are not captured by Cpam in our evaluation. Our preliminary analysis
indicates that incorrect mapping in GumTree is one major reason of these missed API usage changes;
i.e., an update action to a statement is falsely identified as a delete action and an insert action. Moreover,
we also plan to closely investigate the data for potential extensions to our derived change types.
Application. Our evaluation has indicated the feasibility of deriving bug patterns from change patterns for bug detection. At current stage, bug patterns are manually derived, as is similarly done by
Paletov et al. [65] to manually derive crypto API rules from code changes. Hence, a next step of Cpam
is to automatically extract bug patterns from change patterns. However, it is challenging because of the
various root causes of API misuses, especially for logic-related API misuses.
Our identified change patterns often capture logic bugs that are subtle and very difficult to detect
because of the various root causes related to the program semantics. However, some logic bug patterns
do exist with respect to the semantics of code elements. For example, the semantic similarity between
argument names and parameter names of a method is used to detect bugs caused by passing a wrong
argument to a method call [49] or passing the arguments in the wrong order when calling a method
with multiple parameters of the same type [50–52]. Similarly, we also find such logic bug patterns in
our identified change patterns (as illustrated in Figures 1(a), 6(d) and 7(a)). In that sense, Cpam can
provide hints on summarizing logic bug patterns, and thus facilitate the detection of logic bugs, which is
not supported by existing static bug detectors. One potential approach is to leverage deep learning and
knowledge graph to analyze the semantic gap between API calls and their surrounding program elements
(e.g., variable or method name). If the semantic gap is large (e.g., Figures 1(a), 6(d) and 7(a)), there is
a high potential that APIs are misused.
Last but not the least, we have released the detected changes to fix API misuses from 1162 projects
at our website3) to the research community to foster applications of this dataset. This dataset is a
complement to the API misuse dataset in [66] that focus on the context (e.g., order and pre-condition)
of API calls but not the composing elements of a single API call.

5

Related work

Given the large body of work on mining software repositories, we discuss the most relevant work in six
aspects, i.e., snapshot-based and history-based API usage mining, API usage applications, change pattern
extraction, API documentation directives, and API evolution.
Snapshot-based API usage mining. Project snapshots have been widely used to identify API
usage patterns [5]. Since the seminal work of Engler et al. [67], a number of advances have been made.
Specifically, Li and Zhou [22] used frequent itemset mining to detect sets of API calls. Thummalapenta
and Xie [23] detected both frequent and infrequent alternative patterns of an API call to reduce false
positives in their violations. Salman [68] used formal concept analysis to distinguish the set of APIs that
are always or frequently used together. Monperrus et al. [24] mined type-usages, i.e., a set of API calls
on a variable of a type. Liang et al. [33] reduced noise in the code for reducing false negatives and false
positives of the violations of mined patterns.
To consider the sequential order among the APIs in the mined patterns, Xie and Pei [69] used frequent
subsequence mining to identify sequential API usage patterns, followed by a number of advances. Kagdi
et al. [70] further detected control structures surrounding each API call. Acharya et al. [71] detected API
patterns as partial order graphs to provide general and concise API ordering information. Wasylkowski
et al. [25] mined sequential type-usages. Zhong et al. [6] integrated clustering to mine API usage patterns
sensitive to programming contexts. Gruska et al. [72] mined temporal properties that capture the order,
in which values flow through API calls. Thummalapenta and Xie [73] detected API usage patterns in
exception paths. Wang et al. [74] mined succinct and high-coverage API usage patterns. Moritz et
al. [26] mined usage patterns that occur across several functions. Fowkes and Sutton [27] applied a
probabilistic model to mine the most interesting API call patterns. Gu et al. [75] used deep learning to
generate API usage sequences for a natural language query. Zhang et al. [28] mined order and guard
3) https://cpam2019.wixsite.com/mysite.
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condition of API calls. Wen et al. [76] mined API misuse patterns via mutation analysis. Moreover,
several approaches [38, 39, 77–80] modeled API usages as graphs using graph-based algorithms. n-gram
model [81] and statistical model [82] were used to identify low-probability API sequences as potential
bugs. Several studies [34–37] mined guard conditions of API calls.
These approaches detected sets or sequences of API calls or guard conditions of API calls from code
snapshots, which can be considered as the mining of the context of API calls. Instead, we detect the
change patterns of the single API call itself from revision history, which is complementary to them.
History-based API usage mining. History-based techniques use source code changes between
historical revisions. Williams and Hollingsworth [53] mined functions whose return value is checked in
added code, and designed a return value checker to find potential bugs (i.e., the return value of mined
functions is used before being checked). They focus on the change type T4, while we target the change
types T1–T3. The most closely related studies are [65, 83]. Murphy-Hill et al. [83] analyzed patches
to identify API usability issues at Google. However, they cannot detect the change type T1, and no
technical detail is presented in their four-page paper. Paletov et al. [65] mined crypto API usage changes
from code changes, and manually inferred 13 rules. While they focus on crypto APIs, we try to solve the
general problem of detecting API misuse patterns.
Williams and Hollingsworth [29] also mined function pairs that were frequently added together in
revision history. Livshits and Zimmermann [30] improved [29] by mining function sequences on the same
object as well as nested patterns of function pairs and function sequences. Uddin et al. [31, 84] mined
temporal API usage patterns, where a pattern contained a set of concepts (i.e., distinct groups of APIs
that were added together in the revision history) added in a temporal order. Azad et al. [32] mined
co-occurring API calls from revision history of apps and from Stack Overflow posts. These approaches,
except for [32], focus on system-specific patterns within a single project, while we aim at common patterns
across projects. Further, we focus on change patterns to the composing elements of an API call but not
the patterns of its context. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically detect
such patterns.
API usage applications. API usage patterns could be used in various applications. A few examples
include detecting pattern violations to detect bugs (e.g., [23,30,53,81,82]), suggesting code completion and
recommendation (e.g., [6, 85]), enhancing documentation (e.g., [31, 84]), generating API usage examples
(e.g., [27, 86]) and finding API misuses in Stack Overflow posts [28]. Our change patterns are mainly for
facilitating bug detection or providing programming practice advice for developers.
Change pattern extraction. Several studies extract change patterns as syntactic program transformations from code changes to support various tasks, e.g., programming activities [87], repetitive code
edits [88–90], program repairing [90–94] and mutation operators [95]. They need more efforts to ensure
syntactic correctness after applying transformations. Differently, Cpam is to detect change patterns of
API misuses, and need more efforts to identify which part of an API call is misused.
API documentation directives. API documentation directives are natural language statements in
API documentation that make developers aware of the constraints and guidelines about API usages [96].
Dekel and Herbsleb [97] implemented an Eclipse plug-in to decorate method calls whose targets have
associated directives. Monperrus et al. [96] identified the significance of API documentation directives,
and provided a taxonomy of 23 kinds of directives. Then, Saied et al. [98] and Zhou et al. [99] targeted
four of the method call directives, and proposed techniques to detect directive defects in documentation,
assuming that the API usage code is correct. Differently, we can detect the patterns of violating method
call directives from code changes. We can also detect other patterns that are not related to method call
directives, e.g., API replacements.
API evolution. We study API usage changes, whereas many researchers study API evolution. For
example, Dig and Johnson [10] provided a list of breaking API changes; Jezek et al. [12], Raemaekers et
al. [13] and Xavier et al. [11] studied the impact of API evolution on client programs; and Wu et al. [100],
Dagenais and Robillard [101] detected the change rules of APIs to recommend adaptive changes to client
programs.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed Cpam to detect change patterns of API misuses from the code changes
of a corpus of open-source projects. We have implemented Cpam for Java, and conducted large-scale
https://engine.scichina.com/doi/10.1007/s11432-019-2745-5
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experiments using 1162 Java projects. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of Cpam in detecting change patterns of API misuses. We have discussed some interesting change
patterns and applied some of them for bug detection, discovering 44 new bugs while 18 of them have
been confirmed and fixed. In the future, we plan to investigate logic bug detection.
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